Unlike the fabrics we drape over our bodies, which are complex combinations of fibers, fixtures, and accessories that use tons of water and are very hard to recycle, our design is made out of a sophisticated “resizable” fabric that offers control over the form, texture, and usage of the fabric.

With EasySize, there are no limitations to the shapes, ideas, and utilization of the fabric, and therefore, creativity and playfulness introduce convenience and emotions to our lives.

**Is time travel possible with EasySize?**

- Want to relive childhood, and wear your favorite shirt?
- Wish to try on your parent’s clothes?
- Tired of wasting “inactive” clothes?
- Annoyed by the textile waste in our life?
- Wish to try on your parent’s clothes?

**About EasySize**

Unlike the fabrics we drape over our bodies, which are complex combinations of fibers, fixtures, and accessories that use tons of water and are very hard to recycle, our design is made out of a sophisticated “resizable” fabric that offers control over the form, texture, and usage of the fabric.

With EasySize, there are no limitations to the shapes, ideas, and utilization of the fabric, and therefore, creativity and playfulness introduce convenience and emotions to our lives.
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Why EasySize?

A one-time purchase of EasySize, aside from helping to overcome financial barriers when in need of new clothing, and mitigating the environmental impact by saving tons of millions of textile gases - offers much beyond. The simplicity of the process saves time, develops social norms, and altogether creates a better society. Our design is predestined to preserve sentimental attachment and bring up memorable moments in our lives. With EasySize, instead of frustratingly looking at your childhood lucky shirt, favorite pants, or even the admirable clothes of your parents - you can finally relive the cloth in an adjustable size. Moments like this transcend emotions and values that grant purpose and joy in our everyday life.

User guide

- Gently apply water on strategic seams along the fabric
- Knead the material until elasticity appears
- Resize as wish
- REPEAT

Features:

- All weather
- Waterproof
- Recyclable
- Easy to fix